Observation of orbitally excited B mesons
II ' l ' ) -111(n) using %'I decay dara taken with the DELPHI detector at LEP The mean Q-vaiuc of the decays I"' -t 8 (*)n is measured to be 284 f 5 (stat.) f IS (syst.) MeV/c*. and the Gaussian width of the sigr.al is 79 f 5 (,stal.) f 8 (syst.) MeV/c2. This signal can be described as a single resonance of mass 111 = 5732 f 5 (~a!.) f ?O(syst.) McV/c' and full width r = I45 k 28 MeV/c'. The observed shape is also consistent with the production of several broad and narrow states as predicted by the quark model and partly observed in the D-meson sector. The production rate of II** per b-jet is found to bc 0.27 f 0.02 (stat.) f 0.06 (syst.).
-- In the quark model one expects for each spectator llavour four different B meson states with orbita: angular momentum L = 1 (commonly labeled B'* or Bl,> in this paper for 6fi and bd states and ST* for bS states). The expected main decay modes of B,',> mesons are Bw and B*T. In this analysis B and B* mesons cannot be distinguished, therefore they are labeled as B(*). If the Bf* meson mass is above the B(*)K threshold, this will be the dominant decay mode, since B,Clr is forbidden by isospin conservation.
Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) [ 61 groups these four states into two doublets per BFlavour according to the vector sum of the lightquark's spm and the orbital angular momentum j/ = sq + L: jf = 3/2; JF =l~,2~andj~=l/2;JP=0+,lf.The mcmhers of the first douhlct should be very narrow compared to typical strong decay widths, because only L = 2 decays are allowed. This is due to angular momentum and parity conservation for the 2+ state and a dynamical prediction for the I + partner [ 6, 7] . In the D-meson sector, the two narrow states have been clearly idenlificd experimentally [2,?.8] and spin/parity and decay characteristics have been shown to be in accord with the HQET predictions.
A measurement of production of B' mesons in 2 decays has been performed by the DELPHI [9] as well as L3 [ IO] and .QLEPH [ I I ] collaborations. The B*/B production rate and the B' polarization ratio ar/cr~ have been found to be compatible with the spin counting expectations 3 : 1 and 2 : I. In these measurements the signal was obtained in the By -B mass difference spectrum, using specially developed inclusive B reconstruction methods. The DELPHI method serves as the basis for B** reconstruction in this paper.
The DELPHI detector is capable of studying B"' production by using inclusively reconstructed B mesons and pion tracks originating from the primary vertex. The p&se vertex reconstruction capability of DELPHI makes it possible to efficiently tag 66 events. In the analysis that follows, an enriched sample of 66 events from the 1991, 1992 and 1993 LEP runs is used. The B momentum in each hemisphere is reconstructed in an inclusive fashion, and it is combined with additional pions coming from the primary vertex to form the B(')?z signal. Measurements are presented for the mean Q-value of transitions between L = I and ground state B-mesons as well as the 8:; production rate per b-jet. The signal is interpreted in the framework of quark model predictions.
2. The DELPHI detwtor and event selection DEL.PHI is a 4r detector with emphasis on particle identification, three dimensional reconstruction, high granularity and precise vertex information. A complete description can be found in Ref.
[ 121. The detectors most relevant to this study are the tracking chambers (Vertex Detector, Inner De!ector, Time Projection Chamber and Outer Detector) and the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (High-density Projection Chamberj. DELPHI's vertex detector consists of three concentric shells of Si-strip detectors in the central region at radii of 6.3,9 and I I cm parallel to the beam pipe for precision reconstruction near the interaction region. The algorithm that is used to enhance the 66 content, as well as the algorithm used to define the candidate track from the primary vertex for the B** decay, rely on good vertex reconstruction. Therefore, the analysis is restricted to the barrel region (45" < 0 < 135") where there is complete vertex detector coverage. Inclusive reconstruction of the B momentum is based on charged and neutral particle reconstruction. The alignment of the various tracking detector components as well as an accurate description of efficiencies, resolutions and covariance matrix elements of charged tracks, which are crucial for the present analysis, have been monitored and adjusted using Z0 -+ p+p-decays and primary vertex fits of non-66 hadronic events. A momentum resolution of a(p)/p = 0.001 I . p (GeV/c) is achieved for muon pairs in the barrel region. Photons and g's that are reconstructed by the High-density Projection Chamber (HPC) have a a( E)/E = 0.26/a @ 0.046 and an angular resolution of around 0.002 rad in the azimuthal angle (b and the polar angle 8.
Using standard barrel hadronic selection [ 131, including a cut on the polar angle of the thrust axis ( 1 COS@,~,,,~,~ < C.7), I 026793 events are selected from the 1991, 1992 and 1993 data. In order lo enrich the sample in bb events, a B meson tagging algorithm exploiting the large B lifetime [ 14,151 is applied. A probability is calculated for each event assuming that DELPHI CdaboraIinn /Physics Letrm B 345 (199s) The B meson momenttim is reconstructed using the same algorithm [ 191 that is used in the DELPHI B' analysis [ 91. The events are divided into hemispheres defined by the thrust axis. The rapidity of each reconstructed charged (assuming pion mass) and neutral particle (assuming photon mass) with respect lo the thrust axis is calculated. The particles whose rapidities are outside a window of fl.5 units are considered to be B meson decay products. The momenta of these particles are added together in each hemisphere to arrive at a B meson momentum estimate for each side of the event. This raw B energy is corrected by using the reconstructed raw invariant mass my and the ratio of the energy seen in the hemisphere to the beam energy (xh = Ekhspkre/Ebepm). The invariant mass is set to the current mass value for the B meson [ 81. Details of this procedure can be found in [9] . To reduce the amount of badly reconstructed B-mesons a minin;.,m reconstructed energy of 20 GeV in the rapidity gathering algorithm is required, and the reconstructed mass has to lie within f2.5 GeV/c* of the mean reconstructed B meson mass. This algorithm is only meaningful in two jet events and for the most energetic jet in three jet events. These have been identified using the LUCLUS algorithm [ 161 with a transverse momentum cutoff of 3.5 GeV/c.
Using the simulation sample, the energy resolution of this inclusive technique is determined to be 7% for 70% of the B mesons (the rect constitute a nonGaussian tail towards higher &mated energies); the angular resolutions in 8 and 4 can be parameterized as double Gaussians with widths 0.015 rad for 60% of the data and 0.038 rad for the remaining 40%. fie insiusive rapidity distributions for charged and neutrai particles as well as the distributions of reconstructed B mass and reconstructed B energy observed in the data agree very well with the Monte Carlo expectations [9] . The simulation prediction of the resolutions of the inclusive B reconstruction algorithm is verified by the good agreement in the width of the B* -+ By mass difference peak [ 91.
Experimental prucedulp and results
If the mass of B** mesons is above the B*w but below the Bp threshold, 3" mesons mainly decay into Bw or S'rr. Parity conservation restricts the expected main decay modes of the single states: the spin-parity state O+ would decay into Ba (s-wave), the two I+ states into B*lr (s-(:r d-wave), and the 2+ state into both BT and E*P (both d-wave). Positively charged pions can come from decays of the f~ = +I/2 states B **+ (containing a &quark) and 8**O (containing a bquark). Therefore, flavour tagging with e.g. inclusive leptons or jet charge cannot be used lo enhance the ratio of B'" signal to background.
Both the B decay particles as well as the B" decay pion have large rapidities. However, since the B*+ decays strongly, the pion should originate from the primary vertex and not from the B decay vertex.
The quantity which is best accessible experimentally with inclusive B reconstruction methods is the Q-value of the decay:
The symbol B(*) denotes both B and B' states, which cannot be distinguished with the present method. The resolution of the present method can be parameterized as a(Q) = 18 MeV/c*+ 65 MeV/c* x (Q [GeV/c*]).
It is dominated by the energy and angular resolution of the B-meson. Whether the decay was actually into B or B* and whether the B* decay photon has been reconstructed, only has a negligible effect on the resolution in the Qvalue. However, the decay of a B** of a given mass to a B*T gives rise to a Q-value which is shifted downwards by the B' -B III~SS diffeicncc of 45 MeVlc' compared to the Q-value of a BIT decay. Therefore, for the determination of a 1'3** mass from the measurable Q-value, an assumption about the B*/B ratio in the signal has to be employed. Pion tracks are selected which are compatible with the primary vertex and not with a secondary B decay vertex. This is accomplished by the following algorithm. All well measured tracks with at least two vertex detector hits associated are classified into three vertices: the primary vertex which has to br compatible with the known beam spot, and two B decay vertices.
The rapidity classification serves as a starting point: all particles with 1.~1 < I .5 are assigned to the primary vertex, and those with y < -I 5 and y > I.5 to the two secondary vertices. Three vertex fits are then performed. The track coritributing the largest x' is then tried at the other kinematically allowed vertex (i.e. the primary vertex if it was a secondary before and vice versa). The new vertex distribution is accepted if the x2 gets better, otherwise the old distribution is kept. If the track gives the largest x2 contribution in both situations, it is discarded. This procedure is continued until no track gives a ,$ contribution larger than 4.
For the B*' pion candidates, only tracks fitted to the primary vertex ate accepted. In order to get a clear distinction between primary and secondary vertices, the reconstructed decay length (in the signal hemisphere) is required to exceed 1.5 mm. A further reduction of tracks from B decays can be achieved by requiring a value of less than 1% for the probability that all the particles in the signal hemisphere stem from the primary vertex. An additional selection is performed on the lifetime-signed impact parameter of the pion candidate tracks: if the lifetimesigned impact parameter of the candidate pion with respect to the primary vertex is positive, then the x2 probability that it originates from the primary vertex has to be larger than 15%.
The distribution events. This corresponds to a statistical significance of 18 standard deviations. Systematic uncertainties dorninate in the measurements of all these quantities. They were determined by modifying cuts and by fitting different background shapes (originating from simulation and various phenomenological background models) to the data. Employing the simulation prediction for the background shape, the normalization had to be adjusted by the factor 0.95 f 0.01 (stat.) f 0.04 (syst., dependence on cuts) in order to describe the data well at large Q-values. Possible reflections from B,z* -+ B'*)fc decays are expected to contribute in the Q-value range between 50 and 250 MeV/c* at the level of 10% to the ex-P-4 Bu*.+d signal. Additional uncertainties are introduced by the possible production of zb -+ Able and reflections from the decay Bl,> -+ B'*)p. Their possible influence has been considered in evaluating the systematic errors.
To check whether the signal could be an artifact of the employed vertex procedure, the selection cuts were varied within wide ranges. Also using simple analysis techniques without vertex fitting, a clear excess with the same characteristics is observed, but on top of a larger combinatorial background.
Furthermore the charge symmetry of the signal was tested by dividing the sample according to positive and negative pion charge, positive and negative jet charge, and positive and negative product of jet and pion charge. The jet charge was defined as (Qpt,,, -QjeLOppO ), where the Qj,t Ci Qi . P,"'"/ C; PQ'
were calculated using Qjet = in the signal hemisphere (excluding the candidate pion) and in the opposite hemisphere. In all these cases the rates are compatible with the Monte Carlo prediction.
All tests have been passed successfully, no cut being found where the behaviour of the data was different from that expected from the simulation prediction for a strongly decaying isospin l/2 B(*)lr resonance.
The total BiJ rate is determined to be uRJJ /u&jet = 0.27 k 0.02 (Stat.) f 0.06 (SYS!.).
In this rate calculation it was assumed that 2/3 of all B" decay into charged pions and l/3 into (unobserved) rr", according to isospin rules for an I = l/2 decay into an isovector and an isospinor. Different cuts on the 6 reconstruction quality and the candidate pion selection have been used. The largest systematic uncertainty ( f 0.03) was observed -.vhen dividing the event sample into two hemispheres defined by the angle of the pion in the B** rest frame with respect to the B** flight ciircction (helicity angle). Including the limited Monte Carlo statistics, the systematic error of the acceptance calculation is estimated to be It 15%.
From this the total number of B,;,:, mesons per hadronic 2 decay is determined to he NB;,,;/ZI,~~ = 0. I18 f 1.007 (stat.) * 0.023 (syst.).
Assuming the b-bar! , I ate to be IO & 4 % and the Bj*' rate to Lz I3 f 2 %, the relative amount of Bu.d mesons which originate from Bu+,> decay is WI,;; ln?un = 0.35 i 0.02 (stat.) f 0.08 (syst.).
Interpretation of the signal
If the signal were due to a single very narrow resonance, the expected Gaussian width would be around u = 38 MeV/c*, as shown in Fig. 2a . This can clearly be excluded. In order to describe the much broader observed signal with a single resonance, its full width would have to be r = 145 f 28 MeV/c*.
The signal would be broadened if different resonances with different masses cortribute, and some decay into B?r and others into B*R, leading to a 45 MeV/c* shift in Q-value. The observed signal shape is consistent with predictions for orbital excitations [ 181. According to this model the signal would consist of two narrow (l+ and 2+) and two broad (O+ and 1') resonances of roughly the same mass (splittings at the 10 MeV/c* level), decaying into B'a or Brr, as dictated by spin-parity rules. The 2+ is predicted to decay into both B*T and Brr with about equal rates.
There is no prediction about the relative production rates of the four B"* states, but reasonable assumptions range between 5 : 3 : 3 : 1 (spin counting) and 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 (state counting) for the 2+ .: I+ : I+ : O+ states. In the D meson sector the production ratio of 0; + DIT io D; -D'a to DI --) D'n has been measured by CLEO [3] to be roughly 2 : 1 : 3. This is compatible with :he state counting picture for the narrow states. It also confirms the D,' + Dir : 0; --) D*R = 1.8 : 1 decay branching ratio prediction from it is expected to be 52 MeV/c2. To achieve a signal with the observed width, a splitting of 8C PdcV/c2 would be necessary, as shown in Fig. 2b . In this case, the experimental resolution shuzld start to reso!ve a substructure. The expectation for this model does not describe the data well. Also, such a large splitting is not expected [ 181. Therefore the observed signal should also contain broad resonances with c* full width r of about 150 MeV/c?.
The data is compared to a model based on masses and widths for the narrow states as predicted from the HQET model of tions are that the two broad states have a width of 150 MeV/c' and that thz four B"' states are produced in a ratio of I : I : I : 1. Assuming the broad resonances to have the same mass as the narrow onzs does not describe the data well; therefore they have been shifted downwards by 50 MeV/c2 and their rate has been increased by 50% for Fig. 2c . Such an energy splitting between the j, = 3/2 and I /2 states has been proposed by Rosner [ 71. The agreement between data and simulation wouid be better by slightly lowering the masses of the narrow states. Part of the systematic error is due to the uncertainty in the ratio of decays into 8' and B in the mapping from Q-value to mass difference; it can accommodate for the two reasonable assumptions I : 1 and 3 : i. This value is consistent with the predicted 488 McV/c2 for the B; -B and 476 MeVfc' for the BI -B mass differences [ 181. Fig. 2d is an attempt to describe the data without a large mass splitting between narrow and broad states. In this case, the mean mass difference as determined above and a mass splitting between the narrow states of 20 MeV/c2 is used. The ratio of the broad to narrow states is 3 : 2, an even larger contribution of the broad states would make the agreement better.
Wtth the current experimental sensitivity the interpretations in Fig. 2c and d Fannot be distinguished, neither can one of them be discarded. The simple Gaussian fit shown in Fig. I b describes the data best. However, due to the large freedom, consistent results can be achieved in a number of possible scenarios based on quark model and HQET.
Summary and conclusions
Strong experimental evidence for the ~xI:.:.. :.. C' r!t orbitally excited B-mesons (B,:j) has been obtained from the B'*)rQ-value distribution using an inclusive B reconstruction method and separating primary and secondary vertices with the DELPHI silicon vertex detector.
The B'*)tr Q-value distribution shows a large signal at Q = 284 f 5 (stat.) f 15 (syst.) MeV/c2 with a Gaussian width of a(Q) = 79 f 5 (stat.) ZIZ 8 (syst.) MeV/c2. The signal can be described as a single resonance of mass m = 5732 f 5 (stat.) f 20 (syst.) MeV/c* and full width I' = 145 f 28 MeV/c*. It can also be interpreted as stemming from several narrow and broad predicted B,'.:, resonances, as predicted by quark models and HQET and observed in the D meson z;ctor. The rate of B;; mesons per b-jet is 0.27 f 0.02 (stat.) ZIZ 0.06 (syst.).
In conclusion, the existence of orbitally excited B mesons has been experimentally established. The results are in general agreement with predictions.
During the process of refereeing we learned about a paper by the OPAL Collaboration [ 201 which also shows evidence for B** production.
